
J O S E P H  ‘ C U T T E R ’  E K I N ,  T H E  D A R L I N G H U R S T  R E A P E R

The Cutter. The Black Reaper. The Bastard from the Bush. Little is known of Joe Elkin in 
life or in death. But nearly twenty years on, his monstrous deeds still cast a dark shadow 
over inner Sydney.

The Cutter murdered seventeen innocents on the streets of Razorhurst in a brutal three 
month outbreak of bloody terror. Silent, invisible, and utterly ruthless, he chose only the 
most wretched and friendless denizens of the gutter as his victims.

Elkin was born to rural poverty in northern NSW, the son of an Aboriginal servant 
woman. At age thirteen he joined a rail gang working out of Moree, working as a 
fettler and acquiring the prescient nickname of ‘Cutter’. By 1906 he was working at the 
Redfern rail yards in inner Sydney. Always a heavy drinker, in the Big Smoke Elkin grew 
increasingly isolated and depressed, given to solitary vices. Losing his job, he became 
another homeless transient on the streets of the Cross.

Over three months in 1907, Elkin murdered some thirteen men and four women on the 
streets of Razorhurst, firstly on nights of the full moon, and then over a final blood-
soaked week in late July.

He despatched his victims using a long, razor-sharp blade. There were no witnesses to 
the murders, and tragically, few of the victims were ever formally identified. Police stated 
they were foreign seamen, isolated prostitutes, or homeless itinerants.

Fear came to Sydney. The fear of a parent for a child overdue, the fear of a lonely walk 
on a deserted street. The scale of the obscenity was monstrous. The press and public 
railed against police incompetence and endemic corruption. Razorhurst residents formed 
neighbourhood patrols and prayer vigils.

The Cutter was arrested by a citizens watch on the night of 25 July 1907. Soaked in 
blood and screaming obscenities, he was apprehended just minutes after the discovery 
of the final victim.

According to official reports, he committed suicide that night in the cells of Darlinghurst 
Police Station. Joe Elkin took his grisly secrets to the grave.


